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English 10

Unit 5: TECHNOLOGY & YOU

Tổ Tiếng Anh

Unit 6: AN EXCURSION

A. VOCABULARY

 floppy disk (n)

 altitude (n)

 hardware (n)

 destination (n)

 insert (v)

 excursion (n)

 memory (n)

 picturesque (a)

 invent (v) inventor (n) invention (n)

 resort (n)

 keyboard (n)

 waterfall (n)

 process (n)

 view (n)

 program (n)

 glorious (a)

 software (n)

 permit (v)

 technology (n)  technological (a)
 transmit (v)
B. PRACTICE
I.

Choose the correct word from the box to complete each sentence.
inserted

download

negative

capable

accuracy

camcorder

store

imagine

1. This USB can ________ much more data than you can imagine.
2. ________ is a camera which records moving pictures and sound.
3. She ________ a sheet of paper into the printer to print a document.
4. You can ________ a lot of movies and music from the Internet onto your own computer.
5. That student was so intelligent that he can solve a difficult math problem with perfect ________.
6. Computers are a commonplace feature of daily life and it is hard to _______ a world without
them.
7. With appropriate hardware and software, computer is _______ of doing almost anything you ask
it to do.
8. The ________ feature of the media is the amount of violence and horror on the screen that has
bad effects on children.
II.

Which underlined part must be changed to make the sentence correct?

9. People throughout (A) the world enjoy (B) to hike (C) to (D) wilderness campsites.
10. You would (A) better be (B) careful so as not to (C) miss the (D) train. (had)

11. The children are (A) so exciting (B) about (C) the field trip tomorrow that (D) they can’t sleep.
12. We (A) all prefer (B) spend (C) our holiday in (D) the countryside.
13. They had played (A) cards (B) since (C) 9 o’clock this morning. (D)
III.
Choose the best answer among A, B, C or D that best completes each sentence.
14. What makes a computer such a ____________ device?
A. miracle

B. miraculous

C. miraculously

D. wonder

15. Computers are capable ________ doing almost anything you ask.
A. in

B. at

C. of

D. with

16. You can relax with computer games or by listening to __________ music.
A. computer-played

B. computers-played

C. computer-playing

D. computers-playing

17. Information technology is very ____________ to our lives.
A. useful

B. useless

C. use

D. usefully

18. A computer is a ___ typewriter which allows you to type and print any kind of document.
A. magic

B. magician

C. magical

D. magically

19. Do your parents permit you __________ at night after 10 pm?
A. to go out

B. going out

20. A: “Can I help you, Madam? “

C. went out

D. to going out

B: “____________________”

A. Well, I’m sure to have a complaint.
B. A complaint, please.
C. I’m afraid I have a complaint.
D. May I have a complaint.
21. A: “Would you like to see the wine list? “ B: “_________________”
A. Of course.

B. Yes, I’d love to.

C. Thanks.

D. You’re welcome.

22. The students decided to go _____________ an excursion to relax after the final exam.
A. in

B. on

C. at

D. with

23. We are going on a _____________ to Da Lat next week.
A. three day trip

B. three-days trip

C. three-day trip

D. three days trip

24. Please share your fruit and cakes ____________ others.
A. to

B. with

C. for

D. among

25. ___________ is an activity in which people live outdoors temporarily.
A. Camping

B. Working

C. Jogging

D. Drawing

26. ___________ participate in fishing, swimming, wildlife watching, plant study, and nature
photography.
A. Campers

B. Cookers

C. Computers

D. Recorders

27. Before I go to England next year, I _____________ some English.
A. have been learn

B. learnt

C. am going to learn

D. had learnt

28. We were enjoying dancing and singing around the ____________ when it began to rain.
A. camping

B. campsite

C. camper

D. campfire

29. He failed the test, _____________ he studied hard.
A. In spite of B. as

C. although

D. despite

30. She was born and grown up in a picturesque fishing village in Ha Long bay.
A. pretty

B. dangerous

C. poor

D. wealthy

IV. Rewrite these sentences without changing their meanings using passive voice .
31. Mary has waited for Tom since 10 o’clock.
→ Tom
32. My brother has sent me this interesting book.
→ This
33. He has caught a lion and shot 2 others.
→ A lion
34. How long has your father used this bicycle?
→ How long
Rewrite these sentences without changing their meanings using relative clause.
35. You’re listening to the music. What’s that music?
 What’s
36. The man had been driving all day. He was tired and wanted to stop.
 The man

37. We have met the writer. His book is a best seller.
 We have
38. The bus goes up Orchard Avenue. It doesn't stop at the supermarket.
 The bus
39. He is lazy. This annoys his parents.
 He
40. Jill always comes to class late. This makes the teacher angry.
 Jill

